A CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASIC SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION Au-9u-t/u=0
In this paper we shall construct the basic solution of the equation (1 ) L(3~, 3 t , V)u = Au -3 t u -Vu = 0 x 6 R K , t > 0, It is easy to verify by a direct calculation that the function (2) satisfies the condition (1). In fact, we have
Now we are going to solve the integral equation (2). We are looking for a function G represented in the form of a
Substituting the expression (5) to the equation (2) we obtain em integral equation which is satisfied by the function CJ :
T »Ve define an operator A in the following way
We shall prove the-following lemma. Lemma 1. If 1° ^(x,t) satisfies the assumptions (1' ) and (1" ), 2° sup |p(x,y,t)| as C.. 
The one-argument function f is defined in the standard way
By the definition of A and by the assumptions of Lemma 1 we obtain t (9) | (Ay>)(x,y,t)
It is easy to see the function under the integral with respect to the space variable can be written in the following
Prom this we obtain It is clear that,in view of (24-)» starting from some place the terms of (18) are,with respect to the rorm of L° 9 (R N XR N ). less than a positive 3f < 1 uniformly with respect to t 6 [o,T] . Consequently, the sum of this series, to be denoted by f(x,y,t), belongs to the space C (|0, ij, Ii"" (R N x R N )), the norm of which we denote by the symbol Since the sequence co m is convergent to f, we infer that (28) ||f(',.,t) -«"(.,..tJL-0.
Hence the norm of Q" tends to 0 with m--»<>. By (27) . m ' taking into account the•definition of a> " -co + A cj we ° mo m-l * obtain (29) f -co Q -Af = Q m + -Af,
|f(-,.,t)-a, 0 -Af(.,.,t)|| oo < ||Q m (-J ¡^ + +1!a(•,-,-tj -f(-,-,t))L.
In view of (23) and (30) taking limit with m--«*> we obtain f(x,y,t) --Af(x,y,t) = 0 that is f(x,y,t) = 1 + Af(x,y,t).
Hence f is a solution of (6). The uniqueness of this solution and consequently the uniqueness of the solutions of the equations (2) and (1), follows from Theorem 8, p. 125 of [2] .
